PREVENT & SAVE

Interpac Ltd. Reusable Multitank™ Plastic Tote
COMPANY OVERVIEW

Based in Dublin, Repak member Interpac Ltd has over twenty years experience
in the supply and nationwide distribution of pharmaceutical, food and chemical
packaging.
The company was formed with the goal of changing the way that packaging is
sourced, designed and delivered to the customer with the primary focus being on
service and quality.
Interpac deal in a wide range of UN and non-UN approved packaging for
chemical, pharmaceutical and hazardous products & waste. Interpac take a
proactive approach to tackling the issue of packaging waste for the benefit of
their customers and the environment.

INTERPAC’S REUSABLE PACKAGING SOLUTION
Interpac are the nominated agent for the Multitank™ solution in
Ireland. Multitank™ is an innovative reusable storage and transport
container, which provides a safe and cost efficient solution for
carrying bulk products.
It is the first reusable HDPE plastic watertight container with 400
litres capacity that does not always require a liner bag and can be
used for both food and non-food applications.
Multitank™ therefore provides an excellent replacement for metal and plastic
containers, pallet boxes, cardboard boxes or foldable containers with plastic liner
bags, which can often prove prohibitive to return to suppliers.
The cost of returning Multitank™ for refilling is greatly reduced versus traditional
IBCs and drums.
Multitank™ contains easily replaceable pallet feet, which means that it is easy to
move around with a pallet truck or forklift and no pallet is required.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
		
		

Multitank™ can be nested, which means that it can reduce the space
required for storage and the return of empties by up to 75% compared
to plastic drums.

		
		

No additional single use packaging such as stretchwrap or plastic
strapping are required when transporting Multitank™, which reduces
packaging waste and recycling.

		

By using Multitank™, CO2 emissions can be reduced by 6,000kg over 10
years when compared to single use plastic drums.

FURTHER INFORMATION
For more information on Interpac and the Multitank solution please contact
jordan@interpac.ie or call the Interpac office on 01-2940600.

www.interpac.ie

